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coaching leadership

conversation

stopper
Sharon Millar and
Amanda Ridings’ pilot
programme in NHS Scotland
enables fruitful leadership
conversations in complex
environments. It also outlines
introductory frameworks
for bringing dialogue and
mindfulness practices into
leadership conversations

H

ave you or your
clients ever sat in a
meeting and
thought: ‘We’ve said
all this before…’
‘Two people trading opinions isn’t
a conversation!’
‘We made this decision a month
ago and no-one stuck by it.’
Such thoughts indicate that a
different kind of leadership
conversation may be required, one
that engages with the dynamic
complexity of ‘wicked’ issues.
The diverse assumptions,
perspectives, values and language
of multiple stakeholders must be
handled skilfully for a sense of
coherent collective action to
emerge. This often means
navigating ambiguity and
uncertainty, and conventional
forms of conversation tend to
stifle ‘unknowns’, leading to
frustration, irritation and
stalled progress.
Leadership consultant
Sharon Millar works for the
National Leadership Unit in NHS
Scotland. With wide-ranging
experience on the front line and in
organisational development, she is
familiar with the challenges facing
clinicians and leaders in complex
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systems. Seeking to enhance
leadership capacity for effective
collaboration led her into
partnership with executive coach,
author and martial arts
practitioner, Amanda Ridings.
Together, Millar and Ridings
designed, hosted and evaluated
two pilot dialogue practice
development groups for the
leadership cohort in NHS Scotland.
The pilot programme
The dialogue practice
development groups used a
combination of inquiry, reflection,
embodied practice, case work and
short inputs to increase
participants’ awareness of:
l self-in-conversation, especially
habitual patterns of thinking and
the impact of personal energetic
presence
l others-in-conversation, especially
how others might be perceiving a
situation, and
l patterns-in-conversation,
especially how each person might
be contributing to holding them
in place, and how small changes
can influence them.
The programme also aimed to
increase the personal resilience of
participants, enabling them to
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A general manager
Advocacy and inquiry
In a meeting with health colleagues, I raised an issue in which the local authority was
critical of NHS performance. Previously I would have introduced the item in a quasi
command and control way (advocacy), presenting the circumstances and outlining what
needed to change to ensure there was no repetition. I would then have expected the
change to be made. Instead, I outlined the circumstances and encouraged a general
conversation about the issue (inquiry), enabling people to offer their perspectives.
This was very productive, and one of the clinicians offered to undertake some further
work and to return to the next meeting with a proposed solution.
The difference was that doing things in my ‘old’ way would probably have generated
a degree of resistance to my suggestion. The change may then have been carried out
with some reluctance, making it less likely that it would be sustained.
By inquiring, I enabled genuine ownership of the issue and a collective desire to find
a good solution.

generate options and make skilful
choices, even under pressure.
Each group consisted of seven
leaders, meeting for six sessions.
The groups developed a contract
for co-creating a compelling
learning environment, and began
to fashion a container for the
deeper work of examining
personal contributions to
leadership conversations.
Early on, participants were
introduced to two distinct energies,
which can be used to describe the
shape of conversations:
l advocating energy Taking a
position or stance, and
l inquiring energy Wondering
about possibilities.
Business theorist Chris Argyris
defines dialogue as a balance of
advocating and inquiring, with
each type of contribution having
value and purpose. Advocating
energy is directional, either
shaping an agenda or amending

or challenging a proposed way
forward. It tends to focus a
conversation, to narrow it,
leaning towards closure.
In contrast, inquiring energy is
exploratory, either seeking to
understand more deeply to serve
and support, or inviting perspective
to see a situation differently1. It
tends to broaden or open a
conversation, including more
voices (see box above).
Embodied approaches
Alongside frameworks for
dialogue, the programme used
embodied approaches to enable
leaders to gain physiological
experience of their habitual
tendencies in conversations.
This approach was unfamiliar and
not always comfortable, but
participants gained fresh insight
into their personal patterns.
Physiological understanding of
their effect on others opened the

Casework showed how quickly
mental and emotional narratives can
diverge from direct experience
38 Coaching at Work

way for participants to inquire
into the relationship between
intent and impact by asking:
l What is my intent?
Direction or exploration?
l How am I being received
(my impact on them)?
I might need to ask…
l What is my experience
when another person speaks
(their impact on me)?
l What is their intent?
I might need to ask…
Survival pattern
Implicit in these questions is the
cultivation of mindfulness, an
impartial awareness of what is
happening, as it happens.
However, mindfulness of thinking
is not enough to navigate the
complexities of human dynamics.
The impact of perceived change
or challenge provokes our
fight-flight-freeze system, which
is largely physiological.
To explore this, participants
used Wendy Palmer’s Leadership
Embodiment practices to raise
awareness of their individual
‘survival pattern’, and to develop
capacity for ‘centring’, or
recovering a more aligned and
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A different kind of leadership
conversation may be required, one that
engages with…‘wicked’ issues

resourceful leadership presence.
A participant explained:
“Centring has supported me to
be mindful in conversations and
to ignore distractions. It has also
been key in helping me manage
my emotions at times when I
might otherwise have become
visibly exasperated or frustrated.”
A key element of the programme
was to use casework to explore the
relationship between:
l what I said/did, and
l what I was thinking and feeling.
Casework showed how quickly
mental and emotional narratives
can diverge from direct
experience. Participants were
introduced to the ‘ladder of

inference’ as an approach to
understanding how the mind
attends to a sample of available
data and searches through its
library of past experiences to find a
guide for proceeding.
While this process is efficient,
often leading to sound choices and
actions, it can also lead to
inappropriate conclusions that
only seem to ‘fit’ current
circumstances (based on partial
data; see box below).
Conclusion
Two features of the programme
are unique.
First, while it is routine to
examine alignment between what

A clinical leader
Intent, impact, ladder of inference and centring
I received an email that left me feeling angry and frustrated. I had introduced a change
in practice, and those it had an impact on are keen to make it ‘not work’.
The email felt like a personal attack on the service I run. I felt that the intent was to
cause disruption and the impact was to hurt me. I took time to centre, understanding
that I was climbing my ‘ladder of inference’.
I took time to think how I could de-escalate the email traffic and get a more useful
dialogue going that could lead to resolution rather than more anger. Using inquiry I
responded, and I plan to meet the individuals next week to have a conversation.
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we say and what we do, it is less
usual to explore alignment in
what we say and what we privately
think and feel.
Second, participants explored
the role of leadership presence in
conversations, using embodied
approaches to:
l gain insight into their impact on
others when under pressure, and
l cultivate practices for resilient
leadership presence.
Together these approaches
stimulate a profound curiosity
about what is happening in
conversations, supported by the
question: ‘How am I contributing
to this?’ This provides a
foundation for sustaining learning
and practice development. n
l Sharon Millar is a leadership
development consultant at the
National Leadership Unit of
NHS Scotland.
Sharon.Millar@nes.scot.nhs.uk
l Amanda Ridings is an executive
coach and author of Pause for
Breath (Live It Publishing, 2011),
winner of a silver Nautilus Book
Award in the business and
leadership category last year.
Amanda@originate.org.uk
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